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‘We could play whatever we wanted 
to play. It was Manchester’s first 
scally night. It encompassed all the 
scenes, so there were almost indie-
type scenes, Perry boys, Motown, 
Northern Soul. It was a really good 
night, but it was really Mancunian. I 
think that had a lot to do with it... 
The whole indie music merging with 
dance music, the fashion, everything, 
it all came from the Haçienda.’ 
Mike Pickering (2015: Online) 

‘Without the club, there would 
have been no Cream in Liverpool, and 
perhaps no Ministry of Sound’Pride 
of Manchester (2016: Online). Visits 
to the Hacienda inspired DJs like 
Sasha, the Chemical Brothers, Laurent 
Garnier, and Justin Robertson. The 
music from Madchester in the 1990’s 
is still as relevant as it is today 
with house, rave and club music 
dominating today’s music charts. 

 
I’d bet an arm and a leg that loads 
of you will have hazy memories 
and some of you lucky ones, very 
clear memories of weekends spent 
partying at the Hacienda during 
the Madchester days back in the 
80s and 90s. If you have no idea 
what the Hacienda is, then just to 
update you, after being a legendary 
nightclub which blasted out the best 
of acid house, alternative rock 
and 90’s house, it has now been 
transformed into a set of flats. If 
you still don’t know what I am on 
about watch 24-hour party people.

The notorious venue grew in popularity 
with its large dance floor, stage, 
bar, cafe, cocktail bar and DJ 
balcony, with musicians such as 
Madonna, Stone Roses, Happy Mondays, 
The Smiths and Oasis performing.
The clothing style of the venue 
was ‘cool’ casual: jeans, 
baggy t-shirts, layered shirts, 
trainers, skirts, tights, 
bright colour, scrunchies.
The club was closed in 1997 due to 
drugs and gang violence resulting 
in gun related deaths, the name 
‘gunchester’ became a popular 
term for Manchester in the 90’s.

The Hacienda was Britain’s 
defining youth culture of the 
late 80s and early 90s, both in 
terms of sounds and styles, and 
its effects are still felt today. 8.





MADCHESTER
Madchester is a broad genre label popularised 
by the British music press in the early 1990s, 
referring to the music scene that developed 
in the Manchester area towards the late 1980s 
and into the early 1990s. The music that 
emerged from the scene mixed alternative 
rock, psychedelic rock and electronic dance 
music. Artists associated with the scene 
included the Happy Mondays, the Stone Roses, 
the Inspiral Carpets, Northside, 808 State, 
James and The Charlatans, amongst others. At 
that time, the Haçienda nightclub, co-owned 
by members of New Order, was a major catalyst 
for the distinctive musical ethos in the city 
that was called the Second Summer of Love. The 
scene is widely seen as heavily influenced 
by drugs, especially ecstasy (MDMA). 
Manchester’s music scene had successful 
groups before the mid-1970s, including 
The Hollies, The Bee Gees, and Herman’s 
Hermits. The Smiths were the definitive 
Manchester band of the 1980s. Other 1980s 
bands included New Order and Joy Division. 
Later in the decade, the ecstasy-fuelled 
dance club scene played a part in the rise 
of Manchester. In the 1990s, Manchester saw 
the rise of Britpop bands, notably Oasis.
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THE PRE MADCHESTER 
MUSIC SCENE
Directly before the Madchester era began, the 
Manchester music scene was dominated by bands 
like The Smiths, The Fall, and New Order. These 
artists had a real impact on the Madchester 
scene, as they were the first acts to play at 
the newly-opened Hacienda nightclub, which 
would become the epicentre of this fresh wave 
of music. 

The Hacienda was a Factory Records initiative, 
and it opened in 1982 originally as a place 
for pop music and live gigs from the likes 
of Culture Club, The Thompson Twins, Cabaret 
Voltaire, and heavyweights like New Order and 
The Smiths. In 1986, the club switched its 
focus from live artists to being a dance club, 
and by 1987, it was predominantly a 
house music venue.

MADCHESTER IS BORN

The Hacienda was no longer making a consistent loss, 

but selling out with DJ sets from Mike Pickering, 

Graeme Park, and ‘
Little’

 Martin Prendergast. 

American house artists visited, including Adonis and 

Frankie Knuckles. The birth of the Madchester era, 

the popularity of The Hacienda and the interest in 

house music coincided neatly with the availability 

of ecstasy. Ecstasy changed clubbing forever and 

transformed a night out into a transcendental, awe-

inspiring experience.

The term ‘
Madchester’

 was coined in 1989 by Factory 

Records video director Philip Shotton, and the end 

of the 80s saw the scene burgeoning in popularity. 

The sound was new and fresh, and The Stone Roses 

and The Happy Mondays started to take the charts 

by storm. New Order rolled with the times, released 

the chart-topping Technique, a heavily acid house 

influenced album. The club scene in Manchester 

exploded, and the concept of ‘
baggy’

 music was 

born. ‘
Baggy’

 is generally understood to mix 

guitar rock, funk, psychedelia, and house music, 

and fans would typically wear baggy jeans (hence 

the name), tie-dye shirts and fishing or bucket 

hats. The look was part 1960s hippy, part football 

casual, and the ‘
baggy’

 sound influence a host of 

Manchester bands including The Mock Turtles, The 

Charlatans, and James.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBE6vUZGYpE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr-Og-
G1A74c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emDEFtJIjy0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMjg-yIdw9w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUjW82je_38

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC9O32R1BZY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jy1YDMBNfdU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jQ_bOP0HfY



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBE6vUZGYpE

THE ULTIMATE 
MANCHESTER 
PLAYLIST 
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NUDE LIPSTICK
Then: Everyone (including 
IT ‘90s supermodel Kate 
Moss) was rocking opaque, 
glossy neutral shades.

Now:  Nude lip colours are 
now much more wearable. 
Stick to sheer or semi-

glossy versions to keep your 
pout looking subtle and 

pretty.

FRENCH MANICURE 
Then: Chances are if you had nails 
in the 90’s then you would have had 
french tips.

Now: With nail art and DIY manicures 
exploding over the past several years, 
women have gotten more creative with 
this classic design. Here, Jennifer 

Lopez rocks an iridescent base colour 
with a scarlet French tip.

BLUE EYESHADOW
Then: Who could forget the 
frosty blue eyeshadow that 
everybody wore in the 1990s? Of 
all the decade’s beauty trends, 
this one seemed destined to be 
left behind forever.

Now: Blue eyeshadow got a big 
update after being reimagined in 

more modern shades.

BEAUTY TRENDS
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BEAUTY TRENDS

METALIC EYESHADOW
Then: Spice Girl Mel B (aka 
Scary Spice) never shied away 
from a bold fashion (or makeup!) 
trend. And that includes the 
shimmery eyeshadow she wore all 
the way up to her brows.

Now: Metallic eye makeup has 
been all over red carpets and 
runways in the past year. Case 

in point: This sparkly look from 
the Barbara Bui Spring/Summer 

2015 show. If you want something 
that’s more subtle and summer-
ready, stick to warmer rose gold 

shades and skip any liner.

BERRY LIPS
Then: This was the most 90’s of 
lip colours

Now: As grunge style makes its 
way back into the mainstream, so 
has this deep shade of lipstick. 

For a sultry take, pair your berry 
lips with smokey grey eye makeup.

PINK HAIR
Then: Though she’s primarily 
known for her platinum blonde 
locks, Gwen Stefani and numer-
ous other ‘90s celebs dyed 
their strands bold shades of 
pink.

Now: Rainbow shades are 
back. But rather than going 

full-throttle hot pink, celeb-
rities like January Jones have 
opted for pastel blush shades 

instead.
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Madchester is a genre of the British music in the early 1990s, 
referring to the music scene that developed in the Manchester area 
towards the late 1980s and into the early 1990s. A style that was 
popular then was the ‘grunge look’, this look was all about 
simple, rugged designs. Wolley beanies, ripped jeans, plaid shirts, 
a very unfussy and understated appeal. With grunge makeup, it’s 
all about the dewy skin, an earthy brown eye and statement nude 
lips. This is the laid back prettiness look made famous by Kate 

Moss, Drew Barrymore and many other nineties icons.
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THE EYES: Begin by dusting your entire 
eye socket with a fawn coloured eye shadow 
to create a soft base colour. Next, take a 
lighter brown shade and define your socket 
line. Now take the darkest brown shade and 
using a fine eyeshadow brush, blend the 
colour along your upper and lower lash 
lines.

THE BROWS: Nineties grunge girls went 
for strong, defined brows. Find an eyebrow 
paste and apply with an angled brush. Use 
an eyebrow brush to push up your brows to 
create a thicker eyebrow.

THE CHEEKS: The effect you’re after 
is fresh and dewy, so while you don’t 
want to feel caked in products, you 
still require a touch of colour to add 
warmth to your face to stop you looking 
washed out. Run a blush across your 
cheeks, nose, temple and chin, aiming 
for a subtle finish that will give your 
face a light sun-kissed glow.

THE LIPS: A browny – nude lip 
will compliment your brown eyeshadow 
beautifully, start by lining your lips 
with a rose shade. Begin at the cupids 
bow and carefully work your way around 
the edge, taking the line just outside 
the natural line of your lips for a 
90’s style full pout. Finally, fill 
your lips with a warm nude lipstick.

STEP 
1

STEP 2

STEP 
3
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The leather biker jacket trend 
has stayed around because you 

have no excuse but being able to 
wear them through all 4 seasons,  
especially in Manchester where 
all it seems to do is rain. They 
also add a small amount of edge 
to an outfit and its always good 

to look cool.

In the 90’s wearing a slip 
dress made you a minimalist and 
now have seen a huge resurgence 
in popularity. Walking around 
manchester today people are 
reworking classic 90s pieces 
into their modern looks, for 
example, girls styling the 

dresses with plain white tees.

The 90’s were nostalgic where 
it was a great time for popular 
culture and music. Looking back 
on many style trends, it’s 

apparent that the youth culture 
of Manchester is pulling out 

their parent’s old ripped jeans, 
mood rings and overalls. When 
attending the cities festivals 
such as ParkLife, if you’re not 
wearing a neon windbreaker on 
your latest Instagram post, did 

you really go to ParkLife?

Doc Martins are known for their 
multi-colour ways these were 
huge in the 90’s with street 
kids linking them to punk and 

mod culture, therefore the boots 
established themselves into 
grunge and every other indie 

trend imaginable. However living 
in Manchester today and being an 
Oasis and Stone Roses fan, it’s 
guaranteed you own a pair of 

these.

Umbro the manchester based 
sports luxe brand took over the 
90’s with mostly men rocking 
the ‘short’ shorts with their 
boxers peeking out, not great on 
the eye. Now brands such as House 

of Holland and Off-White are 
collaborating to bring back the 

brand to the 21st century.

Choker necklaces were the hippest 
90’s jewellery trend, and if you 
didn’t get a green mark around 
your neck from the cheapness of 
the metal, did you even own one? 
Chokers have come a long way 

since the 90’s and now tend to 
incorporate lots more jewels, 
your guaranteed every girl in 

Manchester owns one.
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Interview with

DAN 
ELLISON
Former event runner 
for ‘VIRUS’ at 
Sub101, Canal Street, 
Manchester.
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THE HISTORY 
OF DRAG QUEENS
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THE HISTORY 
OF DRAG QUEENS
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AN 
INTERVIEW 
WITH SKEET
The overtly gay QUEEN 
with a grungy male 
style. 
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Them karaoke hits that had everyone on their 
feet after a few pints!
Fast Car – Tracy Chapman
Barbie Girl – Aqua
Waterfalls - TLC
Wannabe – Spice Girls
No Scrubs – TLC

The more depressing hits in the karaoke book that 
were sang at the end of the night, usually by an 
embarrassing family member.
When two become one – Spice Girls
You’re still the one that I want – Shania Twain
Achey Breaky Heart – Billy Ray Cyrus
You get what you give - New Radicals
Mamma – Spice Girls

OR
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promotion

JOIN US @ CRUZ101

FRIDAY 31st MARCH 2017
 

INVITATION ONLY 6pm - 8pm
 

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FROM 8pm

BUY TICKETS @ 
etsy.com/uk/shop/dragchesterzine
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